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Harold and the Purple Crayon
An ECK parable

from The Book of ECK Parables, Volume 1, pp. 39–40

by Sri Harold Klemp

There was a little book which came out a number of
years ago, titled Harold and the Purple Crayon. Someone
thought it was fitting and sent it to me. I decided to read it
to the children at a seminar.

It was the story of a boy
who went into the dream
state and actually created
his own dream. In his
dream he had a purple
crayon, and wanting to take
a walk, he used it to draw a
road so that he would have
something to walk upon.

But it was such a long
road and not very interest-
ing, so he decided to take a
shortcut. He thought about
it and then chose a shortcut
through a forest. He drew a
single tree. He didn’t want
to make the forest too big,
because he didn’t want to
get lost.

It was a wonderful story. The little person went through
it creating his dreams. It showed how Soul goes along and
creates whatever It needs to finally get back home.

The little boy always kept his eye on the moon.

So he took his crayon and
drew the moon up in the sky,
and he kept it there through-
out his whole adventure. I
explained to the children
who were listening that the
moon was like the Blue Star
of ECK, that it was always
with them. Then the boy in
the story drew the window
around the moon, and he felt
very secure. Here I am in
my room, because the moon
is always right there in the
window, he assured himself.

“Well,” he said, “I
know the moon is

always right outside
my bedroom window.”
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and began.

I sat down the floor with them in the children’s roomon



Every once in a while, while I was reading the story, I
would pause and hold the book up for the children to see
the pictures the boy had drawn with his purple crayon.
They would all scramble over to me to get a closer look,
all except one child. One little girl sat in the back, and she
didn’t move. Instead, she called out, “I can’t see!”

I wondered
why she didn’t act
like the others
and come up
closer to see. But
I would lean over
and hold up the
book to her. She’d
take a good look
at it and finally
nod that she was
satisfied. Then I’d
read another page
and hold it up to
the other chil-
dren. Again, she
would call out, “I
can’t see!”

The child was actually acting very much like a grown-
up. The nature of children is to enjoy an open communion
with the other worlds, but eventually education closes in
on us and we lose this openness.
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Create your own dream here with the Mahanta.
After you have completed your drawing, cut out a

Blue Star of ECK
and glue it to your dream drawing.

Imagination is the God spark within you.
—Sri Harold Klemp, The Book of ECK Parables, Volume 1, p. 189



Cutouts

Harold and the Purple Crayon
Color and cut out a Blue Star of ECK, and glue it to your dream drawing.
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Spiral Word Puzzle
What is Soul’s divine gift from God?

Counting the first letter after the circled I as 1, circle every fourth
letter, moving around to the center of the spiral. Then enter the
circled letters, in order, in the blanks following letter I below.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Secret Message

A x F D K F P X U z

B u G l L - Q 5 V v

Cc H e M * R + W w

Dd I b N 8 S 1 X a

E ! J 6 O s T t Y y

Z #####

Code Key:

 “How does one live the life of
ECK? The answer is simply

□  □□-□□□□□□
x c s w  s +F ! +

□□□□  □□□ .”
  w   b  t   e  l s d

each of us is working to become

 to live creatively, because

—Sri Harold Klemp
The Book of ECK Parables,
Volume 2, p. 87
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ANSWER:

IMAGINATION


